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Abstract—The use of number of personal mobile devices like laptop, palmtop increasing day by day. Peoples are addicted for the use this devices. The most popular device is the laptop, which is not only very expensive but also very important for the user because it contain a lot of personal information and data. If this laptop is losted or stoled, then it not only economical loss of user but also loss of very important data. To recover a stolen or lost mobile devices, it is very tedious job to manually locate a lost or stolen device. One of the method is to lounge a police complaint but it take too much time to recover, sometimes it is impossible to return a lost devices. In this paper, the review of available method for theft protection and location tracking analyze finding out which will be best suitable method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the number of computer laptop user increasing day by day, the computer laptop lost or stolen also increasing. Laptop is expensive devices and contain a lots of important information. If the laptop of VIP person get stolen, it will be very dangerous for that person because if the emails are auto login then theft can misuse of their email. It is found that according to FBI, 10 laptop among 100 will be stolen within the next year. Only 3 percent will be return. It is extremely tedious job to physically locate the laptop, its almost impossible. So, some automatic methods require that not only save time for recover the lost or stolen laptop but also protecting the laptop that being stoled [1].

There are a number of computer theft protection products on the market. These generally belong to one of two distinct categories. The first category is theft deterrence products and the second category is theft recovery products[2]. The deterrence product include computer lock which deter theft that laptop being stoled. It include Wirelessly locking computer to discourage theft for stole while mobile platform traveling through distributed channel. A theft prevention system for protecting device contain accelerator sensor to detect acceleration of device and controller to analyze accelerator for detecting the presence of theft. The surveillance of computer device include network surveillance server connected to device. It gives alarm if device fail polling with the network surveillance server.

The theft recovery product offer recovering the device after being stolen. It take the help of email or web connected network or GPS. It also need some unique identifier which identify the device and track the location of device and recover.

II. RELATED WORK

There are a number of computer theft protection products on the market. These generally belong to one of two distinct categories. The first category is theft deterrence products and the second category is theft recovery products[2]. The detail about the is are as below.

1. Theft Recovery

1.1. Using Encryption Key

A network system comprises a computer system, a network, and a server module. The computer system has a network interface for connection to the network, a server module address, a secure identifier, and a key. The computer system generates identity information which comprises the secure identifier ID and which is protected using said key k. This identity information is automatically sent via the network interface to a server module which is reachable via the network by using said server address where it is used to determine whether the respective computer system is reported lost or stolen [3].

1.2. Blacklisting mechanism with DHCP server

The chosen mechanism for implementation is a blacklist. It is a lists of cataloging ISPs refusing to control their mail volume. A globally distributed list of MAC addresses tied to missing or stolen hardware would be maintained with accompanying information for each entry. Such a blacklist, in combination with a DHCP server monitoring client MAC addresses could be used to detect any clients on the DHCP server's network that report matching MAC addresses. Detection is, of course, only the first step, beyond this remains the question of tracking down the blacklisted hardware. Is it possible, with only the DHCP data to track down the hardware on the network.

A subscriber's DHCP message goes from the com-puter to the cable modem to the Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS), Making this addition at the CMTS renders the process invisible to the subscriber. The result is that each
subscriber's DHCP is tagged with not only the computer's MAC address, but also the cable modem's MAC address. Videotron registers new subscribers by linking their cable modem's MAC address to their account information. Therefore, if a Videotron subscriber attempted to use a blacklisted computer, then Videotron could use the cable modem's MAC address, found in the DHCP message, to track down the subscriber's account information. This data includes the subscriber's name and address, which could be forwarded to the appropriate authorities.

More generally, ISPs often maintain billing in terms of bandwidth usage and thus it is likely they will maintain a mechanism for linking a customer's IP address given by the DHCP server to the customer's billing data. Beyond this, legal requirements in several jurisdictions demand that ISPs be able to identify customers using IP addresses to facilitate law enforcement activities. We can tie the MAC address to the IP address from the DHCP server's logs, which means there is little doubt that ISPs would be able tie it to their customer records.

2. Theft Protection

2.1. Wireless locking

A computer platform contain chipset, a random access memory (RAM) coupled to the chipset, a central processing unit coupled to the chipset, a protected storage device coupled with the chipset, and a wireless communication device coupled to the chipset. A radio signal having an authentication lock is introduced into the Wireless communication device. The authentication lock is then placed in the protected storage device. The computer platform is placed in the distribution channel. The package set of laptop move along conveyer and past through radio transmitter. The authentication code send by radio transmitter is unique for each package. Radio receiver receive a wake event signal. The wireless communication device receive authentication code at receiver. In this way it verify the authenticity of laptop. Here is prevention of laptop theft [4].

2.2. Acceleration based detection

An acceleration of device is monitored and processed to determine whether a condition of theft is present. A theft prevention system for protecting a laptop contain an acceleration sensor, an audio output device, and a controller operatively connected With the acceleration sensor and the audio output device. The acceleration sensor is configured to sense an acceleration of the device and provide an acceleration signal to the controller upon detection of the acceleration.

As a method comprises the acts of monitoring the portable electronic device so as to generate an acceleration signal corresponding to an acceleration of the portable electronic device, the acceleration signal having frequency characteristics of movement of the portable electronic device; filtering the acceleration signal so as to isolate the frequencies characteristic of movement of the device; comparing the acceleration signal to a frequency profile so as to determine a metric measuring a correspondence between the frequency profile and the frequency characteristics of movement of the device; and generating an alarm based upon the metric[5].

2.3. Surveillance of network connected device

This system include a surveillance of network connected device, network surveillance server and alarm system. The centre surveillance unit issue an alarm, when device disconnect without notice. Upon joining the communications network, a laptop is required to log-in to NSS. Then, NSS polls the device connected on the communications network so that an alarm can be issued from NSS to a central surveillance unit. When the laptop fails responding to polling. Prior to leaving the communications network, the laptop logs-out from NSS. This allows the laptop to be watched as long as they stay connected onto the communications network [7].

III. PROPOSED WORK

The location tracking of lost laptop or stolen laptop is very important to recover the stolen laptop. The one of the method where with the help of MAC address we are able to track the location of lost laptop. Every laptop contain their own network interface which contain the unique MAC Address, with the help of this MAC Address, we are trying to find the location of stolen laptop but the condition is that at least once the laptop should be connected to the internet. It contain following module.

1. Web Application
2. Console Application
3. Security

Web Application is used to primarily admin login, next is create a user profile and insert the detail about the owner of the laptop. Console application run on the laptop hidden under the task which theft not known. Security is used to check that the user working on laptop is authenticate or not. As soon as the theft start the laptop one pop-up appear on the screen asking about the security code. If the security code is correct the user is authenticate and incorrect, the user is theft. After identify the wrong security code, counter is sent in hidden, and once the laptop is connect to the Internet, the regarding MAC Address and IP Address sent to owner email ID. With this detail the location of lost laptop is tracked.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper described about the laptop location tracking. Here we analyze the two category laptop protection and laptop recovery. In laptop protection, various methods use to deter the theft from the laptop being stolen and in laptop recovery, after stolen of lost laptop, the methods involves to identify the location of lost laptop based on unique identifier.
The method which is most suitable after analyzing is laptop location tracking and recovery based on MAC Address and IP address. With this we can recover the lost or stolen laptop automatically.
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